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Abstract
A speech signal captured by a distant microphone is generally
contaminated by background noise, which severely degrades
the audible quality and intelligibility of the observed signal. To
resolve this issue, speech enhancement has been intensively
studied. In this paper, we consider a text-informed speech
enhancement, where the enhancement process is guided by the
corresponding text information, i.e. a correct transcription of
the target utterance. The proposed Unit Selection Synthesis
(USS) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM)-based framework
are motivated by the recent success in Text-to-Speech (TTS)
research. The primary aim of the study is to improve the quality
of speech after synthesizing voice employing USS and HMM
methods for building low resource Marathi TTS using speech
enhancement techniques. Taking advantage of the nature of
USS and HMM that allows us to utilize disparate features in an
inference stage, the proposed method infers the clean speech
features by jointly using the observed signal and widely-used
TTS features derived from the corresponding text. In this
paper, we first introduce the background and the details of the
proposed method for low resource Marathi language. Then,
we show how the text information can be naturally integrated
into speech enhancement by utilizing USS and HMM and
improve the synthesis speech enhancement performance. The
spectral subtraction method is used to remove the noise from
synthesized speech and improve the quality. The spectral
parameters of both the methods shows the progress in the
enhanced speech.

Index Terms: Text-to-Speech, Unit Selection Synthesis, Hid-
den Markov Models, Speech enhancement, Speech corpus, Sta-
tistical Parametric Speech Synthesis

1. Introduction
The growing the demand of smart phones making the
remarkable progress in development of human-machine-
communication, e.g. speech recognition and speech synthesis
[1]. The applications related to communication are developed to
ask questions and get them answered directly by speech on both
sides [2]. Text to Speech (TTS) is a system in which sequence of
words are taken as input and converts them to speech. In conver-
sion process of speech synthesis method, in Marathi language
vowels and consonants are considerably important [1]. Each
syllable is a combination of consonants and vowels. Marathi is a
low resource magnanimous language with lots of words directly
taken from the Sanskrit language. The online speech corpus for
Marathi language is very less as compared to other languages
like English, Chinese, thus makes it falls into category of low

level languages. The Unit Selection Synthesis (USS) and Hid-
den Markov Models (HMM)-based TTS system has been pop-
ularly studied because of its reasonable quality and easy im-
plementation. Here the Marathi based TTS system is developed
using these techniques [3]. The output speech synthesized using
these techniques suffers from the unnaturalness of human voice.
Speech enhancement applied to synthesize voice meets the pa-
rameters of TTS system i.e. understandbility and naturalness
[4] [5]. The important methods for enhancing speech are the
removal of background noise [6], echo suppression and the pro-
cess of artificially bringing certain frequencies into the speech
signal [6]. It is well known that the naturalness of synthesized
speech is improved by adopting efficient excitation and spec-
trum models[7]. At initial phase, Gamma tone filtering method
is applied as sub banding for synthesized voice [8]. Spectral
subtraction is used to enhance the synthesized speech for USS
and HMM-based TTS system [9]. So, the spectral parameters
are studied further of original and enhanced speech with these
filters and results in better performances [10].

This paper is organized as follows: the brief description
of USS and HMM-based method for building of TTS system
is given in Section II. The speech enhancement method for
USS and HMM are provided in Section III. The approaches for
speech enhancement in the HMM and USS is given in section
IV. The experimental analysis is given in Section V and Section
VI presents the conclusion.

2. Text-to-Speech Synthesis
TTS synthesis technique defines the generation of artificial
speech with a scope to generate intelligible and natural-
sounding speech for any given input text. There are the num-
ber of techniques and methods developed so far, but the two
main TTS techniques include the USS and Statistical Paramet-
ric Speech Synthesis (SPSS) approach using HMM for speech
synthesis. The next sub-section discusses the working of both
the methods in detail [1].

2.1. Unit Selection Synthesis

The USS synthesis always intended to have a well-organized
and huge speech corpus. In this, speech database contains the
units of specified speech, which is sensibly proposed to have a
large coverage of all prosodic and phonetic variants of each unit
[2]. In the corpus, each described speech unit has a number of
achievable variants, which are suitable to perform in different
phonetic and prosodic contexts [4]. The huge speech corpus
is analysed offline and all the respective calculated features are
stored in a unit database. In the database, each instance of a unit
is described by a vector of features [5]. Each feature may have
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a discrete or continuous value. The features explain the unit
itself and the related context of the given input text. The fea-
tures of the unit itself are helpful for choosing the correct unit
that assembles the segmental requirement, on the other hand the
features of context are used for picking the contextually best
unit, this will result in minimizing the discontinuity among the
selected units for generating the synthetic speech. [6]. The de-
velopment of USS-based TTS system can be found in the fol-
lowing modules.
Text Processing: In this stage, input text is cleaned and sev-
eral non-standard symbols, words, punctuations marks, abbre-
viations, tags, smileys, etc.
Phonetic Analysis: The phonetic analysis refers to the gener-
ation of a sequence of speech sound units from the text. This
can make use of a dictionary to the mapping from orthography
to pronunciation is not always straightforward. The language
rules, i.e. Letter-to-Sound (LTS) rules can also be used as done
in Indian languages [11].
Prosodic Analysis: Intonation and duration modeling for the
given text is covered in this stage.
Speech Generation: The speech generation can be done us-
ing rule-based concatenative approach. In cluster unit-selection,
speech sound units can be clustered based on acoustic distance.
Each of the speech sound units in the data is clustered into
similar acoustic groups based on the information at synthesis
time, i.e., phonetic context, prosodic features and other higher-
level features such as the position of a word, stress, accent, etc.
To cluster units, an acoustic measure is defined from acoustic
features such as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC),
fundamental frequency (F0), and delta cepstrum [12].

2.2. Hidden Markov Model

In the HMM-based speech synthesis system [13], rhythm and
tempo are controlled by the state duration probabilities mod-
elled by the single Gaussian distributions [14]. They are esti-
mated from statistical variables obtained in the last iteration of
the forward-backward algorithm [15], and then clustered by a
decision tree-based context clustering algorithm [16] they are
not re-estimated in the Baum-Welch iteration. In the synthesis
stage, we construct a sentence HMM and determine the state
durations maximizing their probabilities [17]. Then a speech
parameter vector sequence is generated. However, there is an
inconsistency, although parameters of HMM are re-estimated
without explicit state duration probability distributions, speech
parameter vector sequence is generated from the HMM with
explicit state duration probability distributions [18]. This in-
consistency might degrade the quality of outputs. This HMM
synthesis is divided into training part and synthesis part [19] are
given as follows.
Training part: The spectral and excitation parameters are ex-
tracted from speech database. The MFCC along with their dy-
namic features are generally taken as spectral (i.e., vocal tract
system) parameters and log (F0) and its dynamic features are
taken as excitation (i.e., speech source) parameters. These fea-
tures are modelled by context-dependent HMM in a unified
framework
Synthesis part: Given a test sentence which is to be syn-
thesized, its corresponding utterance is converted to context-
dependent phoneme sequence [20]. According to the phoneme
sequence, utterance HMM is constructed by concatenating
context-dependent HMMs followed by determination of state
duration of HMM [21]. Thereafter, using speech parameter
generation algorithm, spectrum and excitation parameters are

generated. Finally, the speech waveform is generated using Mel
Log Spectrum Approximation (MLSA) filter [22].

3. Speech Enhancement Techniques
The speech enhancement methods vary depending upon the
kind of degradation. The speech enhancement techniques are
classified into two basic categories: Single channel and Mul-
tiple channels based on speech recorded using single micro-
phone or multiple microphone sources respectively [23]. The
frequently and conventional methods are transforming domain
methods [24]. They transfer the time domain signal into other
domain using different transforms and involve various filtering
methods to suppress noise and then inverse transform the fil-
tered signal into the time domain. The method of spectral sub-
traction (SS) is used for re-synthesizing speech. Most speech
enhancement methods can be described [25] in three steps show
the Figure 1:

• Decomposing the speech signal into a transformed do-
main

• Estimating the clean channel signals in the transformed
domain

• Synthesizing the speech from the estimated channel sig-
nals

Figure 1: General block diagram of speech enhancement

3.1. Spectral Subtraction

Spectral subtraction is a widely used algorithm in acoustic noise
reduction, mainly because of its simplicity of implementation.
This falls into the category of transform domain methods [26].
In this method, it initially transfers the time domain signal into
other domain using different transforms and with help of some
filters, it suppresses noise and then inverses transform the fil-
tered signal into the time domain. Spectral subtraction (SS) is
used to remove an estimate of noise from noisy signal [27]. The
noise power spectrum estimation is obtained by averaging over
multiple frames of a known noise segment; which can be de-
tected using voice-activity detector (VAD) [28]. Assuming an
additive model of noise, and given the linearity property of the
Fourier transform of the noisy signal, clean signal, and noise
(respectively), [29] we get:

Y (ewj) = X(ewj) +N(ewj) (1)

4. Approaches for Speech Enhancement
In a novel approach, HMM-based and USS synthesized speech
is used for speech enhancement. This means that the initially
spoken sentence is re-synthesized to enhance the audio. To in-
crease the quality of the generated signal, spectral subtraction
is used. The following section defines the HMM and USS ap-
proach for speech enhancement.

4.1. Hidden Markov Model

In HMM approach, the combination of Log F0 and Mel-
generalized cepstrum coefficients (MGCC) coefficients of the
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synthesized speech signal, from the MLSA filter is noted down
[30]. The variation is found in these two parameters from the
original speech. This means that the excitation signal for one
phoneme, but the coefficients for a different one are used, re-
sulting in faulty speech. To avoid this mismatch, forced align-
ment of the two components is applied. For this purpose, la-
bels are given to the model which then forcefully tries to find
their temporal appearance in the audio and adds them to the la-
bel, similar to timestamps. Thus, coefficients can be generated
which match the course of the pitch frequency [31]. If interfer-
ences are present in the audio, however, the forced alignment is
negatively affected as well. Thus, the original speech signal is
re-synthesized and enhanced. In this the gamma tone filtering
is applied to the synthesized TTS voice and then using spec-
tral subtraction technique the voice is re-synthesized [32]. Fig-
ure 2 explains the speech enhanced approach for HMM-based
Marathi TTS system.

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed speech enhancement
for HMM

4.2. Unit Selection Synthesis

The Marathi speech is synthesized using USS from the unit
database built using Marathi recordings. Units (in the current
work, phonemes) are selected to produce a natural realisation
of a target phoneme sequence predicted from the text which
is annotated with prosodic and phonetic context information
[13]. The system is trained to build the TTS with related to
speech sound units vowel like regions (VLR) and non-vowel
like regions (NVLR) that are present in speech corpus. Vowel,
diphthong, semivowel and nasal sound units are referred to
VLR. Stop consonants, fricatives and affricates are classified as
NVLR. The target speech produced using VLR is smoothly gen-
erated using USS method [33]. The glitches are observed dur-
ing the synthesizing of consonant clusters. Thus to improve the
quality of synthesized voice the gamma tone filtering method is
applied. Then using spectral subtraction technique, the more
enhanced TTS speech is produced [32]. The block diagram
of the proposed speech enhancement method for USS Marathi
TTS system is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Block diagram of the proposed speech enhancement
for USS

4.3. Marathi Database

In this section, we discussed the various steps in building the
speech corpus. The recording media is chosen so as to capture
the effects of the microphone. The sentences for recording are
chosen from regular novel books. We selected from the Marathi
corpus 1 speaker with same accent region (Maharashtra, India)
and another is the TTS Speech. There are around 1000 sen-
tences available from the speaker which comes around 3 hours
of recorded speech. All data is sampled at 48 kHz and ortho-
graphic transcription is also available [34].

5. Experiments and Results
Initially, the system is trained with USS and HMM-based tech-
niques. The output voice is re-synthesized to improve the qual-
ity using spectral subtraction method. The spectral properties
of the signal are studied after re-synthesizing the output speech.
The figure below shows the difference in original, synthesized
and enhanced TTS speech respectively for both USS and HMM
techniques [32]. The figure below contains the spectral proper-
ties for sentence “kaahii vishishhat:a dhayeiyaanei pareiriita
aajakaala phaaracha kamii lookan: saapad:atiil”. The graph
shows that with the enhanced TTS, the production of phonemes
is much more improved as compared to other two methods.

Figure 4: Spectrum modelled of noise speech in HMM and USS
by natural, synthesis and enhanced

6. Conclusions
The synthesized speech is evaluated on basis of two parame-
ters i.e. naturalness and intelligibility. The paper focused on
re-synthesize TTS speech using spectral subtraction for the sys-
tem that is initially trained with both USS and HMM techniques
for low resource Marathi language. Speech enhancement tech-
nique provides a better quality of synthesized speech. The study
of spectral properties of original and enhanced TTS shows very
promising results, with a clear increase of quality and intelligi-
bility as compared to normally generated speech.
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